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WELLNESS DIFFUSER
HOLISTIC WELLNESS

The Multisensory Wellness 
Diffuser is an integrated 
holistic wellness systems 
supplying simultaneously four 
different wellness programs: 
it promotes your relax, it 
helps your meditation and it 
directs your energdirects your energy.

MULTISENSORY OASIS
HOLISTIC UNICUM

Multi-sensory Oasis combines 
the new Wellness Diffuser 5.0 
with an Innovative Massage 
Bed with Infrared, including 9 
specic therapy programs 
and 5 Wellness programs 
allowing the best integration 
with DB 5.0 Master Sequencwith DB 5.0 Master Sequency. 

MULTISENSORY CABINET
ENERGETIC PYRAMID

The new setting for DB 5.0 
studied and inspired by the 
wellness effects linked to 
pyramid energy and perfect to 
create a multi-sensory wellness 
area suitable in every space. 
Today available in new Vision 
and Hydro-Vision version. and Hydro-Vision version. 
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 FOR YOUR WELLNESS

www.diffusorebenessere.itwww.diffusorebenessere.it

WELLNESS DIFFUSER
MULTISENORY

&
INTEGRATED HOLISTIC WELLNESS SYSTEMS

AROMATHERAPY
CHROMOTHERAPY
MUSICTHERAPY
CRYSTALTHERAPY
INFRARED MASSAGE
PYRAMIDTHERAPY

THE MOST DESIRABLE OBJECT

...NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN INNOVATIVE INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

NEW VERSION 5.0
LOW VOLTAGE 12V



New Docking Station branded Diffusore Benessere ® to 

have an Ipod Touch as innovative remote controller and 

an IRDA controller to help you managing Wellness 

Diffuser and other integrated systems (DB Flying, Video 

Projector...) in a simple way. 

IPOD CONTROLLER & IRDA DEVICE

Wellness Diffuser is available combined with the IRDA Massage Bed as 

Multisensory Oasis version and integrated with the Energetic Pyramid (that 

includes Orgometer, Halotherapy and on request video projector as Vision 

version) thus optimizing every wellness therapy in one only solution as 

Multisensory Cabinet.

HOLISTIC OASIS & MULTISENSORY CABINET

BODY
The  advanced technological components, the originality of the “Made in Italy” design and the wide 

range of lights and colours make the Wellness Diffuser an exclusive light point certied 80.000 hours, 

thanks to Led technology. The available versions have been studied to t every furnishing styles.
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MIND
The Multisensory Wellness Diffuser is a patent technical application programmable and updatable (an 

integrated holistic wellness system) supplying simultaneously four different wellness programs.

WELL-RECOMMENDED, IDEAL FOR SPA, HOME SPA, WELLNESS CENTERS, HOTELS AND GYMS, 
ALSO AS INTEGRATION TO SPECIFIC RELAXING OR ENERGIZING TREATMENTS.

Aromatherapy treats a few diseases  employing  essential oils and aromatic herbs.  
The aromatherapy is both preventive and curative:  it  heals and  re-balances the 
alterate conditions. 

Musictherapy. Music listening  prevents and heals. Feeds the body with sound, 
utilising music to discover new dimensions lying at the bottom of our soul and 
accelerates the consciousness evolution.

The Chromotherapy with electromagnetic waves employs coloured light in a 
specic wavelength to penetrate into tissues through retinal retention and to create 
interactions among cells in order to restore the electrical and chemical balance of 
cell homeostasis, improving the biological functions. 

Crystaltherapy. The Wellness Diffuser can spread chromotherapy  using  reections 
and diffusions thanks to a pair of lenses created ad hoc, applying the principle of  
diffusion through natural pure crystals.

Wellness Diffuser is available combined with the IRDA Massage Bed as 
Multisensory Oasis version. 
It has 9 specic therapeutic programs and 5 Wellness programs to obtain the best 
match with the Master Sequences of Wellness Diffuser 5.0.

Multisensory Cabinet for Wellness Diffuser 5.0 is designed and inspired by the 
wellness effects linked to pyramid energy (pyramid therapy) and it's perfect to create 
a wellness room. Pyramid is realized following golden section and with specic 
materials and references to concentrate subtle energies (that includes Orgometer, 
Halotherapy and on request video projector as Vision version).

SOUL
The holistic therapy’s effects have been studied and implemented through various experiments, 

certications and quality tests  to make the best holistic effectiveness of the sequencies, specically 

created for your relax, sleep, meditation and energy.




